Digital supplier relations as gamechanger - the
online shift in the procurement of medical goods
The online channel is becoming increasingly important
for supplier interaction. If neglected, it will be
impossible to cope with time and cost pressure in the
long term.
Healthcare providers in Switzerland have historically remained loyal to their existing supplier base and
have, in most cases, been willing to tolerate up to 20% worse prices than they can procure the same
articles for from abroad. This was at least the case prior to Covid-19. Since the lockdown in spring this
year, suppliers and hospitals alike have been forced to become more digital in their interaction with
another. The willingness of healthcare providers to use alternative sources has increased significantly
as a result of traditional supplier/distributor product shortages and the inability for the supplier
network to communicate in the traditional way whilst observing social distancing requirements. New
digital channels allow immediate access to market information, which is not being achieved to the
extent expected in the analogue and traditional world. Healthcare providers are now investing in
catching up. Supplementing long-standing supplier relationships with well-functioning online supply
channels is the challenge of the hour for healthcare providers.

On-site appointments and manual
consolidation of offers are outdated models
While planned appointments or occasional surprise
visits to discuss delivery conditions, quantity and
price for established products that do not require
explanation are a thing of the past, at the latest
now, under the approaching second COVID wave,
the increase in digitally processed contracts in
recent months has already shown the areas in which
efficiency improvements are possible. In times of
enormous cost pressure in the healthcare sector,
the reduction of non-value-added, time-consuming
and cost-intensive contract negotiations will be
accompanied by a massive online shift.
This online shift will not necessarily discriminate in
terms of product complexity either – after all, a
medical product salesperson must ensure that
healthcare professionals and not necessarily
procurement people are convinced that their
product is the correct one to purchase. The
procurers must then source and ensure the product
is delivered by the respective supplier at a fair price.
Digital ecosystems bring healthcare providers a
wealth of new services from a single source without
the need for multiple individual supplier webshop
logins. Modernization in purchasing is achieved
through the integration of digital channels to
complement the traditional, analog method;
thereby paving the way for new online services.

Digital purchasing - try it out, coordinate,
organise or integrate?
How can existing supplier relationships be
supported online? How can values such as trust
and security, which have been built up over a
long period of time, be maintained online, while
at the same time meeting the high expectations
of spontaneous, dynamic online channels that
have emerged from the digital consumer goods
market? Many healthcare providers answer
these questions with: "By increasing
transparency".

Often the first steps into uncharted digital
territory lead to frivolous individual projects. For
example, a user account can be quickly opened
on a supplier-specific online store or a stock app
displays availabilities. However, this does not
result in transparency-related time savings,
because all information still needs to be
consolidated manually. Accordingly, online
procurement options only lead to the desired
result if relevant information is centrally
accessible, all activities are orchestrated and
integrated into the purchasing strategy of the
healthcare provider.

Digitization brings new dialog opportunities
So how can healthcare providers do better if they are stuck in an outdated procurement model in
which the personal visit of a supplier is seen as the only way to negotiate a contract? Is there a way
to bring more (or all) of the suppliers under fixed duration contracts and thereby receive better
pricing than in the past? The healthcare provider of the future can be expected to demand in future
the interaction possibilities that they otherwise enjoy in their personal life when it comes to
procuring items. Digital offer preparation; clearly arranged prices that can be viewed immediately
and without waiting time, a chat function for open questions, the viewing of profile layouts of
interesting suppliers, live tracking of retrieved goods – to name but a few, are all possibilities in a
digital marketplace and contracting platform. In this way, the dialog between health care provider
and supplier can be made easier, faster and more effective than ever before.

Decentralized or centralized? In digital procurement there is only one way.
Several online stores and many different passwords. An insufficient overview and costly consolidation
are things of the past. The marketplace principle offers unbeatable advantages:

Simplicity
create a user account, create shopping baskets, compare prices,
conclude contracts, track unit deliveries by contract

Speed
immediate consolidation and rapid contract execution

Transparency
maximum overview of products and associated prices and
access to certificates

Participation in the online marketplace is considered a simple and low-risk entry into the digital
procurement of medical goods. Healthcare providers can check whether the internal processes
required for online procurement are correct.
Traditional analog or innovative digital - both procurement channels have their individual
advantages and disadvantages. Healthcare providers ought to opt for a multi-channel strategy in
which they combine the respective advantages of both channels. The marketplace can serve as a
driving force for the desirable reduction of time and costs and thus strengthen the individual
perception as an innovative player in the market.

Experiment.
Gain experience.
Win sustainably.
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